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Introduction 
Nilpotent Lie algebras are the fundamental building blocks for generic 
(not semi-simple) Lie algebras. In particular, the classification of nilpotent 
algebras is the first step in classifying and identifying solvable Lie Algebras. 
The problem of classifying nilpotent Lie algebras was first studied by Umlauf 
[9] in 1891. More recently, classifications have been given up to dimension six 
using different techniques by Morosov (1958) [7], Skjelbred and Sund (1977) 
[8], and up to dimension five by Dixmier (1958) [2]. Using Morosov's method 
of classification by maximal abelian ideals, Winternitz reproduced the Mo-
rosov classification obtaining different canonical forms for the algebras. The 
Winternitz tables are included in Appendix A. 
In chapter 1, we present some of the basic theory behind Lie Algebras and 
define some of the fundamental invariants, which are useful in determining 
whether or not two Lie algebras are isomorphic. Chapter 2 addresses more of 
the technical theory of nilpotent Lie algebras. The definitions associated with 
and methods of classification by maximal abelian ideal and centra l extensions 
are briefly discussed here. Chapter 3 gives examples of classification by basic 
invariants and an example of a central extension, as well as a rough idea of 
how maximal abelian ideals can be used to form a classification. In chapter 4, 
we give tables of the invariants which allow us to identify a nilpotent algebra 
of dimension five and six in the classification by Morosov /Winternitz. In this 
chapter we also give a table of how to find the appropriate maximal abelian 




Invariants of Lie Algebras 
1.1 Basic definitions 
First, we must start with the definition of a Lie Algebra [5). 
Lie Algebra- A vector space g over the field of real numbers, with an opera-
tion g x g • g, denoted [x,y) and called the bracket or commutator 
of x and y is called a Lie Algebra over IR if the following axioms are 
satisfied: 
1. The bracket operation is bilinear over IR. 
2. [x,x ] = 0 for all x in g. 
3. [x, [y, z]] + [y, [z, x]] + [z, [x, y]] = 0 (x,y,z E g). This is often called 
the Jacobi identity. 
Notice that conditions 1 and 2 applied to [x+y, x+y] implies that the Lie 
bracket is skew-symmetric, ie: [x,y] = -[y,x). We say that two Lie algebras g 
and k are isomorphic if there exists a vector space isomorphism ¢:g • k 
satisfying 
</>([x, Y]g) = [</>(x), </>(y)]k 
for all x,y in g. Then </> is called an isomorphism of Lie algebras. If g=k 
then </> is an automorphism. 
An invariant of a Lie Algebra g is a property of g that is preserved 
under isomorphism. That is to say, if two algebras are isomorphic then they 
have the same invariants. One of our main goals is to determine a sufficient 
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number of invariants to distinguish the non-isomorphic nilpotent Lie algebras 
of dimension ~ 6. We will discuss these invariants in subsequent sections. 
ideal- A subspace I of a Lie algebra g is called an ideal if V x E g and y E 
I then [x, y] E I. 
It is possible to factor or quotient out a nonzero ideal and obtain a Lie 
algebra of smaller dimension. This is called the quotient algebra and will aid 
us in classification. 
Theorem 1 Let g be a Lie algebra and let I be an ideal of g. Then gjl is a 
Lie algebra. 
Proof: Consider the vector space g/1 with multiplication defined as 
[ X + I, y + I] = [ X' y l + I. 
First, we will show that this multiplication is well defined. 
Suppose x +I = x' + I and y +I= y' + I . Then we have x' = x + u (for 
some u E I) and y' = y + v (for some v E I). Now computing the bracket, 
[x' + I, y' + I] = [x', y'] + I by definition. 
[x', y'] +I= [x + u, y + v] +I= [x, y] + ([u, y] + [x, v] + [u, v]) +I= [x, y] + I 
Therefore, [x, y] +I= [x', y'] + I. The last step results because I is an ideal 
and all the terms in parentheses are in I. 
We now show that the bracket define above is bilinear. To do this, let 
x+I,y+I,z+I E g/I and consider the first argument of the bracket: 
[a(x +I)+ b(y + I), z +I]= [ax+ by+ I, z + I] 
since g/1 is a vector space. Using the definition of the Lie bracket, we have 
[ ax + by + I, z + I] = [ ax + by, z + I] + I = 
a[x, z + I] + b[y, z + I] + I = a[x + I, z -1-I] + b(y -t- I, z-+-I] 
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since x,y,z E g. Do a similar thing for the second argument: 
[z + I, a(x +I)+ b(y +I)]= [z + I, ax+ by+ I] 
= a[z + I , x] + b[z + I, y] +I= a[z + I, x +I]+ b[z + I, y + I]. 
Now to show g/1 satisfies the second property, ie: [x+l,x+l]=0. By 
definition of the Lie bracket [x+l,x+l]=[x,x]+I. Since, x E g and g is a Lie 
algebra [x,x]=0 by definition. Since g/1 is a vector space, it must have a zero 
vector, which is I. Therefore, [x+l,x+l]=0. 
The last condition g/1 must satisfy to be a Lie algebra is the Jacobi 
identity: [x+I,[y+l,z+I]]+[y+I,[z+l ,x+ I]]+[z+I,[x+I,y+l]]=0 . Using the Lie 
multiplication definition and the fact that the bracket is bilinear, 
[x + I, [y + I, z +I]]+ [y + I, [z + I, x +I]]+ [z + I, [x + I, y + I]] 
= ([x, [y, z]] + [y, [z, x]] + [z, [x, y]]) + I. 
Since x,y,z E g and g is a Lie algebra, the terms in parentheses sum to 0 
by definition. Because g/1 is a vector space with zero vector I, the Jacobi 
identity is satisfied. D 
1.2 The Derived Algebra 
One of the principle invariants of a Lie Algebra g is the derived algebra. 
derived algebra- The derived algebra Dg 1 of g is the set 
[g, g] = D 1 g =span{[x, y] I x E g, y E g}. 
Theorem 2 The derived algebra is an invariant of a Lie Algebra. 
Proof: Given two Lie algebras g and k which are isomorphic, we want to 
show D 1g is isomorphic to D 1k. Let </> be the isomorphism that maps g to 
k. We know that </> is 
1] a linear transformation, 
2] invertible, and 
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3] </>([x, y]g) = [<f>(x), ¢(y)]k-
Suppose x E D 1g. Recall D 1g =span{[x,y] V x,y E g}. Now x= 
I:aii[ei, ej]. So ¢(x)=aii[¢(ei), ¢(ej)] C D 1k since ¢(ei) Ek and ¢(ej) Ek. 
Therefore, ¢ : D 1g ---+ D 1 k. Since ¢ is invertible, ¢- 1 : D 1 k • D 1g . Now 
if we start with something in D 1 g and apply the transformation¢ and then 
¢- 1 we get back into D 1g, which means it is onto. Therefore, if two algebras 
are isomorphic, their derived algebras are also isomorphic. • 
Lemma: The derived algebra is an example of an ideal. 
Proof: Let x E g and y E Dg 1 . The derived algebra consists of all linear 
combinations of commutators [x,y] which means [x,y] c Dg 1 . Therefore, the 
derived algebra is an example of an ideal. • 
Corollary: The quotient algebra g/Dg 1 is an invariant of g. 
1.3 Other Basic Invariants 
Listed below are some fundamental invariants of a Lie algebra. Except where 
noted, these definitions can be found in Introduction to Lie Algebras and 
R epresentation Th eory (5]. The proofs that they are indeed invariants and 
ideals are similar to the proofs for the derived algebra shown in the previous 
section. 
derived series- The derived series is a sequence of ideals of g such that 
g = oog, [g, g] = 01g, [Dlg, Dlg] = 02g , ... [on-lg, on - lg] = ong. 
A Lie Algebra is solvable if Dig = 0 for some i. 
lower central series- The lower central series gn of g is a sequence of ideals 
defined by g = go, [g, g] = g1, [g, g1] = gz, ... [g, gn-1] = gn. 
A Lie Algebra is nilpotent if gi = 0 for some i. 
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center- The center of a Lie Algebra g is 
C(g)={z E g I [x, z] = 0} for all x E g . . 
upper central series- The ith term of the upper central series [gi] is 
the ideal in g such that gi/gi-l is the center of g/gi - l _ Th erefore, 
g 1 =C(g), [6, page 29]. 
centralizer- The centralizer of a subset X C g is 
Cg(X) = {y E g I [y, x] = 0, V x EX}. 
Lemma: Let I be an ideal. Cg(I) is an ideal. 
Proof: Let z be an arbitrary vector in g and y be an arbitrary vector in 
Cg(I). We need to show [z, y] E Cg(I). Using the Jacobi identity, we have 
the equat ion : 
[[z, y], x] = -[[x, z], y] - [[y, x], z] (1.1) 
If xE I , then [x, z] E I and the first term in 1.1 vanishes since y E Cg(I). 
The second term in 1.1 is also equal to zero because [y, x] = 0 and [0, z] = 0. 
Therefore, [[z, y], x] = 0, V x E I which implies Cg(I) is an ideal. D 
1.4 Derivations, ad, and the Killing Form 
derivation- A derivation T of g is a linear transformation T:g -t g such 
that T([x ,y])=[T(x),y]+[x ,T(y )], V x,y E g. 
Let Der(g)=all derivations of g. Derivations are also called infinitesimal 
automorphisms. 
Theorem 3 Der(g) is a Lie Algebra with [T, SJ= To S - So T. 
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A derivation T : g -+ g is an inner derivation if T(y)=[z,y] for some 
z E g. The inner derivations, which are also called infinitesimal inner 
automorphisms, form an ideal in Der(g). The Lie algebras Der(g) and 
Der(g) /inner derivations are invariants of g. 
Viewing each x E g as a (inner) derivation leads to the definition of the 
adjoint representation. 
adjoint representation- Define the adjoint representation of g as the func-
tion ad: g-+ Der(g) where ad(x)(y)=[x,y]. 
Notice that for each x E g, ad(x) is a linear transformation of g. 
Using the ad representation, we can define the Killing form, which can aid 
in the classification of Lie algebras. The Killing form is a symmetric bilinear 
form on g. 
Killing form- Let g be a Lie algebra. If x,y E g, define K : g x g -+ JR 
K{x, y) = Trace(ad(x) · ad(y)). 
The signature of K ( which is the difference between the number of positive 
eigenvalues and the number of negative eigenvalues of a matrix representation 
of K) and the rank (which is just the rank of a matrix representation of K) of 
the Killing form are invariants [3]. 
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Chapter 2 
Nilpotent Lie Algebras 
2.1 Some Theorems about Nilpotent Lie Al-
gebras 
Recall that a Lie Algebra is nilpotent if and only if the last term in the lower 
central series is 0. It is clear that all nilpotent algebras are solvable. However, 
not all solvable algebras are nilpotent . To classify nilpotent Lie Algebras, we 
must understand a little more about them. The following theorem gives an 
idea of why nilpotent Lie algebras are called nilpotent. 
Theorem 4 Given a nilpotent Lie Algebra g, ad(x) is nilpotent for every x 
mg. 
Proof: A Lie Algebra is nilpotent if and only if there exists some integer i 
such that [xi, [xi_i[ ... [x2 , x1]) = 0 for xi E g . This implies that [x ... [x, [x, y]] = 
(ad(x))i- 1(y) = 0 Vy E g if the product contains i~l x's. Therefore, (ad(x))i-l = 
0, which means ad(x) is nilpotent for every x in g. • 
Lemma: A nilpotent matrix has zero eigenvalues. 
Proof: Let N be a nilpotent matrix. If x is an eigenvector we have the 
equation Nx = >.x. Multiply both sides by N which gives the equation: 
N 2x = >.Nx = >.2x 
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Since N is nilpotent, we know Nk = 0 for some k. Therefore, 
since x isn't the zero vector. D 
Corollary: Every nilpotent matrix can be put into Jordan form by a real 
change of basis. 
Proof: This is a direct result from the previous lemma. Since all the eigen-
values are zero, this implies that the character istic polynomial is p N ( t) = tk. 
Therefore, a Jordan form exists over IR. D 
Since all the eigenvalues of a nilpotent matrix are zero, the Jordan form 
is strictly upper triangular. Theorem 5 below is a generalization of this 
corollary. 
Theorem 5 Given a nilpotent matrix Lie algebra (or representation), there 
exists a basis in which all matrices in the algebra are strictly upper triangular 
or strictly lower triangular, {10, page 189, Theorem 3. 5. 3}. 
We use Theorem 5 to prove the following lemma. 
Lemma: The Killing form for nilpotent Lie Algebras is totally degenerate 
(rank=O). 
Proof: Given a nilpotent Lie algebra g and x E g and y E g, Theorem 5 
tells us that there exist a basis for g such that ad(x) and ad(y) are strictly 
upper triangular. If we multiply two strictly upper triangular matrices, we 
get a strictly upp er triangular matrix. The trace of this matrix is zero, which 
implies by definition that the Killing form is degenerate. D 
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Theorem 6 Let g be a nilpotent Lie Algebra. Then 
dim(D 1g) :S dim(g) - 2. 
Proof: Let dim (g)=n and let {e1,e 2, ... ,en} be a basis for g. Suppose 
dim(D 1g)=n-1. Let { e1, e2, ... , en-i} be the basis vectors for D 1g . Recall 
D 1g = g1 = [g, g] and g2 =span{[x, y] I x E g, y E g1}=span[ei , e1] for 
i=l, ... n, and j=l, ... ,n-l=span[ei, ej] for i=j=l, ... n, since [en, en] = 0. There-
fore, g2 = [g, g 1] = [g, g], which is not possible since g is nilpotent. D 
A generalization of this theorem was given by Dixmier and Bourbaki . For 
proof see [2] and [1, page 92, Ex.7]. 
Theorem 7 Let g be a nilpotent Lie algebra. Then 
if Dig is not commutative. 
2.2 Maximal Abelian Ideals 
maximal abelian ideal- A maximal abelian ideal m is an ideal of g 
such that [x, y] = 0 V x,y E m and the ideal is not contained in 
any other abelian ideal. 
Note that the center is always contained in any maximal abelian ideal. 
Classification of Lie algebras can be done using a maximal abelian ideal, 
which is how the Winternitz tables were constructed. The problem with 
this method is that a maximal abelian ideal is not unique. To illustrate this 
non-uniqueness, we look at the first 5 dimensional algebra in the Winternitz 
tables as an examp le, which has the multiplication table as follows: 
[e3, es] = e1, [e4, es] = e2. 
Starting with the center C (g) = { e1, e2} we will build a maximal abelian 
ideal by first adding in another vector and determining a maximal abelian 
ideal containing that set. For example, if we choose e5 as the other vector, 
we get must find a maximal abelian ideal which contains { e1, e2, es}. In this 
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case, the maximal abelian ideal is m=span{ e1, e2, e5} This ideal is maximal 
since [x,m]=0 if and only if x E m. 
On the other hand, if we originally chose e3 as the vector to add with the 
center { e1, e2 }, we would have an abelian ideal m of dimension four where 
m=span{ e1, e2, e3, e4}. 
This shows a maximal abelian ideal is not unique even up to dimension. 
This non-uniqueness can make it difficult to find a maximal abelian ideal 
(see Section 4.2 and Maximal Abelian Ideal table). We can however, state 
a fact about the dimension possibilities of a maximal abelian ideal of a Lie 
Algebra. First, we state the following lemma: 
Lemma: Let m be a maximal abelian ideal of g. Then Cg(m) = m. 
Proof: First, it is obvious that m c Cg(m). If m i= Cg(m) then by Corol-
lary 3.5.6 in Lie Groups, Lie Algebras, and Their Representations [10] if the 
dimensions of Cg(m) and m differ then :3 an ideal I of dimension one larger 
than m such that m C I c Cg(m). Since the dimension of I is one greater 
than m it is abelian which contradicts the fact that m is a maximal abelian 
ideal. For more details, see [1, page 92, Ex.6]• 
Theorem 8 Let g be a Lie algebra of dimension n and m a maximal abelian 
ideal of dimension m. Then m ?:: ½( J8n + 1 - 1) {7}. 
Proof: If we quotient g by the maximal abelian ideal m, we get a new 
nilpotent algebra whose dimension is m-n. Take a nonzero vector x inside of 
this quotient algebra, ad(x): m--+ m which gives an m x m matrix. Suppose 
:3 x E g/m, x-/=O and ad(x):m --+ mis zero. This implies :3 x E Cg(m) and 
x (/. m, which isn't possible since m is a maximal abelian ideal (see previous 
Lemma). Therefore, we know that this matrix computed from the ad(x) can't 
be the zero matrix . Using Theorem 5, we know what a nilpotent matrix Lie 
algebra ( or representation) always admits a basis in which the matrices are 
strictly upper triangular or strictly lower triangular. So we now have the 
equation n -m :S m(~-l). Simplifying and solving form using the quadratic 
equation, we have: 
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2n-2m ~ m2 -m 
1 
m 2: 2 ( J 8n + 1 - 1). D 
Corollary: Let n =dimension of a non-abelian Lie Algebra g and m =dimension 
of maximal abelian ideal m. If n=5, then m=3 or 4. If n=6, then m=3, 4, 
or 5. 
2.3 Central Extension 
Skjelbred and Sund classified nilpotent Lie algebras by the method of central 
extensions. The following definition and Theorems are from their work on 
the subject [8]. 
Let g be a Lie Algebra over JR and let B : g x g -+ ]Rk be a skew-
symmetric bilinear form. We construct the vector space g8 =gx1Rk and 
define the bracket on g8 by 
[(X, x), (Y, y)]g8 = ([X, Y]g, B(X, Y)) 
where X,Y E g and x,y E ]Rk. 
Theorem 9 If B satisfies 
B([X, Y], Z) + B([Z, X], Y) + B([Y, Z], X) = 0 V X, Y, Z E g (2.1) 
then g8 is a Lie algebra. Furthermore, the subspace JRk C C(g 8 ). 
Proof: The first two conditions are easy to show and 2.1 implies that the 
Jacobi identity is satisfied. 
Now for the second statement of the theorem, let (X,x) be an arbitrary 
vector in g8 . Using the definition of the bracket, we then have for ally E JRk 
[(X, x), (0, y))g0 = ([X, 0)g, B(X, 0)) = (0, 0). 
Therefore, the subspace JRk C C(gB)- • 
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The Lie algebra gB is called a central extension of g by ]Rk_ 
Classification through central extensions is based on the fact that every 
nilpotent Lie algebra has a non-trivial center. 
Theorem 10 Ev ery nilpotent Lie algebra has a non-trivial center. 
Proof: Consider the lower central series. If g is not abelian, we know that 
gn-l -=/ 0 and (g, gn- i] = 0 since the algebra is nilpotent. Therefore, gn- l C 
C(g) . o 
Using the above theor em, the following theorem is proved in [8]: 
Theorem 11 Every nilpot ent Li e algebra g is a central ext ension of g/C(g) 
by C(g) . 
An example demonstrating Theor em 11 is shown in section 3.2. 
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Chapter 3 
Methods of Classification 
There are many methods of classification of low-dimensional nilpotent Lie 
Algebras. Among those are the methods of classification based on basic 
invariants [2], Maximal Abelian Ideal [7], central extensions [8], and charac-
teristic sequence [4]. Only examples of classification by basic invariants and 
an example of classification by the central extension will be shown here. 
3.1 Classification by Basic Invariants 
The first method is based on classification by basic invariants. The classi-
fication using this method for all nilpotent algebras of dimension 1-4 and 
one example of the classification of a 5 dimensional nilpotent algebra will be 
shown. This classification is based on Theorem 6, which states the dimension 
of the derived algebra for nilpotent matrices must be less than or equal to 
the dimension of the algebra minus two. 
Dimension 1 
The case for dimension 1 is trivial. There is only one nilpotent Lie Algebra 
and it is abelian . 
Dimension 2 
By Theorem 6, we know that if an algebra is nilpotent the dimension of 
Dg must decrease by two. The derived algebra must go from dimension two 
to dimension zero, which means the original Lie algebra is abelian. Therefore, 
there is one two dimensional nilpotent Lie Algebra and it is abelian. 
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Dimension 3 
By Theorem 6, the dimension of the derived algebra must either be 1 or 
0. 
Case l: dim(D 1g) = 0. 
In the case where dim(D 1g) = 0, the algebra is abelian. 
Case 2: dim(D 1g) = 1. 
Choose a basis g = {e1,e2,e 3}, where without loss of generality D 1g = {ei}. 
Since dim (D 1g) = 1, we know that the multiplication table is: 
[e1, e2] = ae1 [e1, e3] = f3ei [e2, e3] = ,e1. 
For g to be nilpotent, dim (g 2 ) = 0. 
==} [e1,e2] = 0 and [e1,e3] = 0. 
==} a = 0, f3 = 0, and I i: 0. 
Let e~ = ,ei. 
We check to see that this new change of basis satisfies the Jacobi identity , 
ie: [[e~, e2l, e3] + [[e3, e~], e2] + [[e2, e3], e~] = 0. 
We've shown that any 3-dimensional (non-abelian) nilpotent Lie Algebra 
is isomorphic to the Lie algebra with the multiplication table of [winter-
nitz,[3,1 ]J: 
[e2, e3] = e~. 
Dimension 4 
By Theorem 6, the dimension of the derived algebra must either be 2, 1 
or 0. Let's examine the different cases. 
Case 1: dim(D 1g) = 0. 
In the case where D 1 g is 0, the algebra is abelian. 
Case 2: dim(D 1g) = 1. 
Choose a basis g = {e1,e2,e 3,e4} with D 1 g = {e1}. 
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For g to be nilpotent, dim(g 2 ) = 0. 
• [e1, ei] = 0 for i = 1, ... ,4. 
Therefore, we have the multiplication table: 
[e2, e3] = ae1, [e2, e4] = /3e1 and [e3, e4] = ,e1. 
If a = /3 = 1 = 0, the algebra is abelian. We can assume without loss 
of generality that a =I= 0. If this was not the case, we can simply relabel the 
vectors. Make a change of basis where e~ = e4 - !e 3 + ;e 2, which gives the 
multiplication table: 
[e2, e3] = ae 1, [e2, e~] = 0, and [e3, e~] = 0. 
This algebra is decomposable to the I-dimensional Lie Algebra with basis 
vector e4 plus the 3-dimensional nilpotent Lie Algebra with basis vectors 
e1, e2, e3 . Therefore, any 4-dimensional nilpotent Lie Algebra with ' a derived 
series of dimension [4,1,0] is decomposable to the direct sum of two nilpotent 
Lie Algebras. 
Case 3: dim(D 1g)=dim(g 1)= 2. 
This case splits into 2 subcases: Case 3a where the dim(g 2 ) = 0 and Case 
3b with dim(g 2 ) = 1 and dim(g 3 ) = 0. 
Case 3a: dim(D 1 g)= dim(g 1) = 2 and dim(g 2 ) = 0. 
Choose a basis g = { e1, e2, e3, e4} with D 1g =span{ e1, e2}. 
Since the algebra is nilpotent, all the brackets are zero except 
[e3, e4] = ae1 + f3e2. 
However, in this case dim(D 1g) = 1, which is the algebra we worked 
out in Case 2. Therefore, we have a contraction. There is no nilpotent Lie 
algebra with dim(D 1g) = 2 and dim (g2 ) = 0. 
Case 3b: dim(D 1g)= dim(g 1 ) = 2, dim(g 2 ) = 1, and dim(g 3 ) = 0. 
Choose a basis g = {e1,e 2,e 3,e 4} with D 1g = g2 =span{e 1,e 2}, and 
g2 =span{ ei}. g to be nilpotent, dim(g 3 ) = 0 which means [e1, ei] = 0 for 
i=l, ... ,4. Therefore, we have the following multiplication table: 
[e2, e3] = ae1 [e2, e4] = f3e1 [e3, e4] = ,e1 + 6e2 
with 5 =I-0 and a 2 + /32 =I= 0. 
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The Jacobi identity is satisfied when either a = 0 or /3 = 0. We can also 
assume without loss of generality that a = 0. If a =/:-0, switch vectors e3 and 
e4 • Make a change of basis such that 
,_1 d'-1 i e2 - ie2 an e3 - f35e3 - f35e2. 
Therefore, any four dimensional Lie algebra with dim(D 1 g)= dim(g 1 ) = 
2, dim(g 2 ) = 0, and dim(g 3 ) = 0 is isomorphic to the Lie Algebra with the 
multiplication table of (winternitz,(4,1]]: 
(e;, e4] = e1 [e;, e4] = e;. 
Dimension 5 
By Theorem 6, the dimension of the derived algebra must either be 3, 2, 
1 or 0. We will examine the cases where dirn(D 1g) = 0 and dim(D 1g) = 1. 
Case 1: dim(D 1 g) = 0. 
In the case where dim(D 1 g) = 0, the algebra is abelian. 
Case 2: dim(D 1g) = 0. 
Choose a basis g = {e1,e 2,e3,e4,e 5} with D 1g = {ei}. 
For g to be nilpotent , dim(g 2 ) = 0. 
=> [e1 , ei] = 0 for i = 1 , ... , 5. 
The multiplication table looks like the following: 
[e2, e3] = ae1 (e2, e4] = /3e1 [e2, e5] = --ye1 
[e3, e4] = 6e1 (e3, e5] = -Xe1 (e4, e5] = we1 
where a 2 + /32 + --y2 + 62 + .X2 + w2 =/:-0. 
The Jacobi identity is satisfied. We can make a change of basis such that 
I 1 
e2 = :ye2, 
1 A a d e3 = e3 - 7e2 - 1e5 an 
I w R 
e4 = e4 - 1e2 - ~e5. 
Then 
[e;, e5] = e1, 
[e;, e;] = [e;, e~] = (e;, e5] = [e~, e5] = 0 and 
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[e' e' l = (o + ~ - ~)e . 3, 4 'Y 'Y 1 
Let a = o + ~ - ~- Sigma cannot be equal to zero. Otherwise the 
'Y 'Y 
algebra would be decomposable into g = { e1, e2, e5} + { e3, e4}, which would 
be 131+120. So, we can divide by sigma to obtain the final change of basis. 
, 1 
e2 = ~e2, 
, - >. °' d e3 - e3 - -yae2 - -yae5 an 
e' = e4 - ..!!:!....e2 - Le 5 • 4 ,a -ya 
Therefore any nilpotent five dimensional Lie algebra with dim(D 1g)= 1 
is isomorphic to the Lie algebra having the multiplication table of [winter-
nitz,[5,4]]: 
3.2 An Example of a Central Extension 
Let g = 1R4 be the abelian algebra with basis vectors Ji for i=l, ... ,4 where 
[Ji, f1] = 0 for i, j = 1, ... 4. Let B : 1R4 x lR4 --+ lR2 with e1 , e2 basis vectors 
for lR 2 , be the skew symmetric bilinear form defined by: 
B(J1, h) = o 
B(h, h) = e2 
B(fi, h) = e1 
B(h, f4) = e1 
B(J1, f4) = -e2 
B(h, f4) = o. 
The central extension g 8 formed this way has the multiplication table for 
the algebra listed in the Winternitz tables as 1(6,5). Skjelbred and Sund's 
classification [8] is iterative and based on the fact that every nilpotent Lie 
algebra is a central extension of a lower dimension nilpotent Lie algebra. 
The examp le above illustrates this method. This six dimensional algebra is 
a central extension of the four dimensional abelian algebra. 
3.3 Maximal Abelian Ideal Classification 
This classification method was used by Morosov and Winternitz . It starts by 
hypothesizing the existence of a maximal abelian ideal of a certain dimension 
using Theorem 8. Then determine the non-isomorphic nilpotent Lie algebras 
with that ideal. 
19 
For example, suppose dim g=5 and dim m=4. That is g = { ei} for 
i=l, ... ,5. where [ei, ej] = 0 for i,j=l, ... ,4. One then determines the most 





4.1 Invariant to Classify Tables 
The Invariant to Classify table explains which invariants a person must know 
in order to classify a nilpotent Lie algebra in dimension five and six. 
Note :DS[i] = ni - lg and LS[i] = gi-1· 
The abbreviations are as follows: 
DS dim- The dimension of each term in the derived series. 
LS dim- The dimension of each term in the lower central series. 
US dim- The dimension of each term in the upper central series. 
Cent(DS(2) )- The centralizer of D 1 g. 
Cent(LS(3) )- The centralizer of g2 • 
dim of automorphism- The dimension of the infinitesimal automorphisms 
or Der(g). 
dim of outer automorphism- The dimension of Der(g) /inner derivations. 
L545, L548 The algebras in the Winternitz tables, (winternitz,(5,45]] and 
[ winternitz, (5,48]] respectively. · 
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Lie Algebra Invariant to Classify 
Dimension 5 
L(5,1) OS dim, LS dim 
L(5,2) OS dim, LS dim, Cent(DS[2]) dim 
L(5,3) OS dim, LS dim 
L(5,4) OS dim 
L(5,5) OS dim, LS dim 
L(5,6) OS dim, LS dim, Cent(DS[2]) dim 
Dimension 6 
L(6,1) OS dim, LS dim, US dim, dim of automorphism 
-
L(6,2) OS dim, LS dim, Cent(DS[2]) dim 
L(6,3) OS dim, LS dim 
L(6,4) OS dim, dim of automorphism 
L(6,5) OS dim, dim of automorphism 
L(6,6) OS dim, LS dim, US dim, dim of automorphism 
L(6,7) OS dim, LS dim, US dim, dim of automorphism 
L(6,8) OS dim, LS dim, US dim, dim of outer automorphism 
L(6,9) OS dim, LS dim , US dim, dim of automorphism 
L(6, 10) OS dim, LS dim, US dim, dim of outer automorphism 
L(6,11) OS dim, US dim 
L(6, 12) OS dim, LS dim 
L(6,13) OS dim, US dim , dim of automorphism 
L(6,14,1) OS dim, US dim, dim of automorphism, classification of outer automorphism 
L(6,14,-1) OS dim, US dim , dim of automorphism, classification of outer automorphism 
L(6,15) OS dim, LS dim, Cent(DS[2]) dim 
L(6, 16) OS dim, US dim 
L(6,17) OS dim, LS dim, Cent(DS[2]) dim 
L(6,18,1) OS dim, US dim, classification of outer automorphism 
L(6,18.-1) OS dim, US dim, classification of outer automorphism 
L(6, 19) OS dim, LS dim, Cent(LS[3]) dim 
L(G,20) OS dim, LS dim, Cent(LS[3]) dim 
L(6,21) OS dim, dim of automorphism 
L(6,22) OS dim, dim of automorphism 
Lie Algebra OS dim LS dim US dim dim Centralizer DS(2) 
Dimension 5 
L{5,4) [5,1,0] (5, 1,0] [1,5] 5 
L(5,5) [5,2,0) (5,2, 1,01 [1,3,51 4 
L{5,1) [5,2,0] (5,2,0] [2,5] 5 
L(5,3) 5,3,0] [5,3,2,0] 2,3,5] 3 
L(5,2) [5,3,0J [5,3,2, 1,0] (1,2,3,5] 4 
L(5,6) [5,3,0) (5,3,2, 1,0] [1,2,3,5] 3 
Lie Algebra DSdim LS dim US dim Centralizer DS Centralizer LS Aut Outer 
L 6,2) 6,4,0 6,4,3,2, 1,0) 1,2,3,4 ,6) [1,5,6 1,5,5,5,6,6 dim 11 L42+L21 
L 6,19) 6,4,0 6,4,3,2 , 1,0) [1,2,3,4 ,6) 1,4,6 1,4,5,5,6,6 dim 10 dim 5 (L33 or L36) 
L 6,20) 6,4,0 6,4,3,2 , 1,0) [1,2,3,4,6) 1,4,6 1,4,4,5,6,6 dim 9 L42 (x=3/4,y=1/2) 
L 6,11) 6,4,0 '6,4,3, 1,01 [2,3,4,61 2,4,6 2,4,5 ,6,6] dim 11 dim? 
L 6,18,1) 6,4 ,0 6,4,3, 1,0) [1,3,4 ,6) [1,4,6 1,4,4,6,6) dim 10 L548 
L(6,18.-1) [6,4,0] [6,4,3, 1,0] [1,3,4,6) [1,4,6] [1,4,4,6,6] dim 10 L545 
L 6,21) 6,4,1,0l t6,4,3,2,1 ,0] [1,2,3 ,4,61 [1,2,6,61 1,2,3,5,6,6 dim 9 L21+L21 
L(6,22) [6,4, 1,0] [6,4,3,2,1,0] [1,2,3,4,6] [1,2,6,6] [1,2,3,5,6,6] dim 8 L32 (X=1/2) 
L 6,3) 6,3,0 6,3,01 3,61 [3,6,6 [3,6,6) dim 18 dim 15 
L 6,1) 6,3,0 6,3,1,0 2,4,61 [2,5,6 2,5,6 ,6 dim 15 dim 11 
L 6,6) 6,3,0 6,3,1,0 2,4,61 [2,5,6 '2,5,6 ,6 dim 14 dim 10 
L 6,7) 6,3,0 6,3,1,0 2,4,61 [2,5,6 [2,5,6,6 dim 13 dim 9 
L 6,13) 6,3,0 6,3,1,0 1,3,6] 1,4,6 1,4,6,6 dim 12 dim 7 
L 6,14,1) 6,3,0 6,3 ,1,0 1,3,6] 1,4,6 1,4,6,6 dim 11 L413 + L21 
L 6,14,-1) 6,3,0 6,3,1,0 1,3,61 1,4,6 1,4,6,6 dim 11 L21+L21+L21 
L 6,8) 6,3,0 6,3,2,0 2,4,6) 2,4,6 2,4,6,6 dim 12 L49(x=1) +L49(x=1 ) 
L 6,10) 6,3,0 [6,3,2,0 12,4,6) [2,4,6 [2,4,6,6 dim 12 dim 8 
L(6,9) 6,3,0 [6,3,2,0 [2,4,6) [2,4,6 2,4,6,6 dim 13 dim 9 
L(6,16) 6,3,0 [6,3,2, 1,01. [1,2,4,6] 1[1,4,6 1,4,5,6,61 dim 10 L545 
L 6,15) 6,3,0 · [6,3,2, 1,0] [1,3,4,61 [1,4,6 1,4,5,6,6] dim 11 dim 6 
L(6,17) [6,3,0) [6,3,2, 1,0) [1,3,4,6] [1,5,6) [1,5,5,6,6) dim 12 dim 7 
L 6,4) 6,2,0 6,2,0] 2,6] 2,6,6 2,6,6) dim 17 dim 13 
L 6,5) 6,2,0 6,2,0] 2,6] 2,6,6 2,6,6] dim 16 dim 12 
L 6,12) 6,2,0 6,2,1,0 1,4,6] 1,5,6 [1,5,6,6 dim 14 dim 9 
double lines indicate which invariants will classify the algebra 
4.2 Maximal Abelian Ideal (MAI) Table 
The Maximal Abelian Ideal table explains how to get the maximal abelian 
ideal appearing in the Winternitz classification tables for nilpotent algebras 
of dimension five and six. The abbreviations are the same as listed for the 
previous table. In most cases, finding the maximal abelian ideal is a simple 
step, i.e. take the centralizer of the second element of the derived series. 
However, a few of the algebras are not quite so easy. The algebras in the 
Winternitz tables L51, L54, L63, L64, and L65 are in this category and are 
explained below. It is important to point out that the rank(ad(x) )=0 if and 
only if x is in the center. Notice that for the algebras listed in the notes 
below the center is the derived algebra. 
note 1: To find the maximal abelian ideal for L63, take the center, which is 
3 dimensional. Label the center as { e1, e2 , e3 }. Find the other vector 
that commutes with the center and make a change of basis so that this 
vector is e4. So, { e1, e2 , e3 , e4} will give the maximal abelian ideal. 
note 2: To find a maximal abelian ideal for L51, L64, and L65, look for a 
vector whose ad matrix has maximal rank. Choose this vector as the 
last vector in the algebra (either e5 or e6 , depending on the dimension). 
We will call this vector f to avoid confusion. Label the center as { e1, e2 }. 
If the rank of f-2, pick any two vectors that are not in the center and 
not the vector with maximal rank. Call those two vectors { e3 , e4}. 
We can make a change of basis such that e3 = e3 + af and e4 = 
e4 +/3f and choose a and /3 so that [e3 ,e 4]=0. Now we have the center, 
which commutes with everything, and two vectors which commute with 
themselves. Therefore, {e1,e 2 ,e 3 ,e 4} will give a maximal abelian ideal 
of dimension 4. 
Now suppose that f had rank 1. Therefore, [f, e3 ] = ,\1 v and 
[f, e4] = A2v. Construct another vector ,\2e3 -,\ 1e4 so that { e1, e2, f, A2e3 -
,\1e4} will give a maximal abelian ideal of dimension 4. 
note 3: To find a maximal abelian ideal for L54, label the center as {ei}. 
The rank of ad(e 5 ) must be one, otherwise it is in the center. The 
centralizer of e5 with the center e1 will give a maximal abelian ideal of 
dimension 3. 
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Lie Algebra Maximal Abelian Ideal (MAI) MAI dim 
Dimension 5 
L(5, 1) see note 2 4 
L(5,2) Cent(DS[2]) 4 
L(5,3) DS[2] 3 
L(5,4) see note 3 3 
L(5,5) Cent(DS[2]) 3 
L(5,6) DS[2] 3 
Dimension 6 
L(6,1) Cent(DS[2]) 5 
U6,2) Cent(DS[2]) 5 
L(6,3) see note 1 4 
L(6,4) see note 2 4 
L(6,5) see note 2 4 
U6,6) US[2] 4 
L(6,7) US[2] 4 
L(6,8) Cent(DS(2]) 4 
L(6,9) Cent(DSf 2]) 4 
L(6,10) Cent(DS[2]) 4 
L(6, 11) Cent(DS[2]) 4 
L(6,12) MAI of Cent(DS[21) 4 
L(6,13) Cent(DS[2]) 4 
L(6,14,1) Cent(DS[2]) 4 
L(6,14,-1) · Cent(DS[2]) 4 
L(6, 15) Cent(DS[2]) 4 
L(6, 16) Cent(DS[21) 4 
L(6,17) US[3] 4 
L(6,18,1) DS[2] 4 
L(6, 18.-1) DS[2) 4 
L(6,19) DS[2] 4 
L(6,20) DS[2) 4 
L(6,21) LS[3) 3 
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M = 4*L(l,l) 
us ~ (2,5] 
CS= (5,2,0) 
DS = (5,2,0) 
Nilpot.ent 
M = 4*L(l,l) 
us = (1, 2, 3, 5 J 
CS= (5,3,2,1,0) 
DS = (5,3,0J 
Nilpotent 
M = 3*L(l,l) 
us = (2,3,5) 
cs = (5,3,2,0) 
DS = (5,3,0J 
A = (. . ) 
( . . ) 
(1 . . ) 
Nilpotent 
M = 3*L(l, 1) .· 
us = (1,5) 
cs= (5,1,0) 
DS = (5,1,0) 
A = ( . . ) 
( . . ) 
(1 . ) 
Nilpotent 
M = 3*L(l,l) 
us = (1,3,5) 
CS = (5,2,1,0) 
DS = (5,2,0) 
.A = (. . ) 
( . . ) 
(1 .) 
Nilpotent 
M = 3*L(l,l) 
us = (1,2,3~5) 
CS = (5,3,2,1,0) 
DS = (5,3,0) 
A = (. . ) 
(. . ) 
(1 . . ) 
(. 1 . ) 
A - (0 0 . . ) 
(1 0 . . ) 
(. • 0 0) 
(. 1 0) 
A = (0 0 0 0) 
(1 0 0 0) 
(0 1 0 0) 
(0 0 1 0) 
B = ( . 
( . 
.. ( . 









B = (. .) 
(1 . . ) 
(. 1 . ) 
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51 
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M = 5*L(l, 1) 
UC = (2,4,6) 
cs= [6,3,1,0) 
DS = (6,3,0) 
A = (. . . ) 
( . . . ) 
( 1 . . ) 
{. 1 . . . ) 
(. . 1 . ) 




. . . ) 
M = 5*L(l, 1) 
UC = (1,2,3,4,6) 
cs= (6,4,3,2,1,0] 
DS = [6,4,0] 
Nilpotent 
M = 4*L(l,l) 
UC = [3, 6] 
CS = [ 6, 3, OJ 
OS = [6,3,0) 
Nilp otent 
M = 4*L (l,l) 
UC = (2,6) 
cs = (6,2,0] 
OS = (6,2,0) 
Nilpot ent 
M = 4 *L (l,l) 
UC = (2,6) 
cs == [ 6, 2 ,. 0 ] 
OS= {6,2,0) 
F = R only. 
Nilpotent 
M = 4*L(l,l) 
UC = (2,4,6) 
cs= [6,3,1,0) 
DS = [6,3,0] 
Nilpot e nt 
M = 4*L(l,l) 
UC = (2,4,6) 
cs = [6,3,1,0) 
OS= [6,3,0) 
( . . 
. ) 
. . ) 
1 .) 
1 . ) 
A = (. . ) 
( . . ) 
( . . ) 
(. 1 . ) 
B = (. . ) 
( . . ) 
( . . ) 
(. 1 . ) 
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M = 4*L(l, 1) 
UC = (2,4,6] 
cs = (6,3,2,0) 
DS = (6,3,0) 
Nilpotent 
M = 4*L(l,l) 
UC = (2,4,6) 
cs (6,3,2,0] 
DS = (6,3,0] 
Nilpotent 
M = 4*L(l,l) 
UC = (2,4,6] 
cs C 6, 3, 2, o J 
DS = (6,3,0) 
F = R only. 
Nilpotent 
M = 4*L(l,l) 
UC (2, 3, 4, 6] 
cs [6,4,3,1,0) 
DS = (6,4,0) 
Nilp otent 
M = 4*L(l,l) 




M = 4*L(l,l) 
UC = (1,3,6] 
cs C 6, 3, 1, o I · 
OS= (6,3,0) 
Nilpotent 
M = 4*L(l,l) 
UC = (1, 3, 6) 
cs = (6,3,1,0) 
DS = (6,3,0) 
F = R: X = +l, - 1. 
F = C: X = +l. 
30 
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M = 4*L(l,l) 
UC [1,2,4,6) 
cs = [6,3,2,1,0) 
DS = [6,3,0] 
Nilpotent 
M = 4*L(l,l) 
UC [l, 3, 4, 6) 
CS [6, 3, 2, 1, OJ 
DS = [6,3,0] 
Nilpotent 
M = 4 '''L (l, 1) 
UC (1,3,4,6] 
cs == (6,4,3,1,0) 
DS = (6,4,0J 
X = +1, - 1 
Nilpotent 
M = 4*L(l,l) 
UC (1, 2, 3, 4, 6) 
cs [6,4,3,2,1,0) 
DS = (6,4,0) 
































Nilpotent A= (. 
M = 4*L(l,l) 
UC= {1,2,3,4,6) 
cs {6,4,3,2,1,0J 
OS= [6,4,0) B 
Nilpotent 
M = 3*L(l, 1) 
us [l,2,3,4,61 
cs (6,4,3,2,1,0) 
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L(6,22) I 1 2 3 4 5 6 Ni1potent A = (. . . ) 
-1----------------------- M = 3*L (.1, 1) ( . . . ) 
11 . us = [1, 2, 3, 4, 6) (1 . . ) 
21 el cs = [6,4,3,2,1,0) B = (. . ) 
31 e1 e2 . DS = [6,4,1,0) ( . . . ) 
41 e3 e2 (. 1 . ) 
51 e4 C ( . . ) 
61 (1 . . ) 




5 dim nilpotent classifier.txt 
classify _5 _nilpotent:=proc()local 
Vflag,DS,LS,US,DS_dim,LS_dim,US_dim,CDS,CDS_dim,alg_name,checki,checkn; 
global _ Vessiot_show _intennediate_steps_flag; 
Vflag:= _ Vessiot_show _intennediate_steps_flag; 
_ Vessiot_show _intennediate_steps_flag:=false; 
alg_name:=_ Vessiot_current_frame_name; 
checki :=check_indecomposable( alg_name); 
if checki=false then RETURN('The algebra is decomposable'); 
fi; 
checkn:=check_nilpotent(); 
if checkn=false then RETURN('The algebra is not nilpotenf); 
fi; 
print('Computing the Series'); 
OS :=derived _series(); 
LS:=lower _central_series(); 
US:=upper _central_series(); 
DS_dim :=map(nops ,DS); 
print('The dimension of the derived series is', DS_dim); 
LS_dim:=map(nops,LS); 
print('The dimension of the lower central series is', LS_dim); 
US_dim :=map(nops,US); 
print('The dimension of the upper central series is', US_dim); 
_ Vessiot_show _intermediate_steps_flag:= Vflag; 
if DS_dim=[5, 1,0] then RETURN([ winternitz,[5,4]]);fi; 
if DS_dim=[5,2,0] and LS_dim=[5,2,0] then RETURN([ winternitz,[5, l]]);fi ; 
if DS_dim=[5,2,0] and LS_dim=[5,2, l ,O] then RETURN([ winternitz,[5,5]]);fi; 
if DS_dim=[5,3,0] and LS_dim=[5,3,2,0] then RETURN([winternitz,[5,3]]);fi; 
if DS_dim=[5,3,0] and LS_dim=[5,3,2, 1,0] then CDS:;==centralizer(DS[2]); 
CDS_dim:=nops(CDS); 
fi; 
if CDS_dim=3 then RETURN([ winternitz,[5,6]]) else RETURN([ winternitz,[5,2]]); fi; 
end; 
34 
6 dim nilpotent classifier.txt 




global _ Vessiot_show _intermediate_steps_flag; 
Vflag:= _ Vessiot_show _intermediate_steps_flag; 
_ Vessiot_show _intermediate_steps_flag:=false; 
alg_name := _ Vessiot_current _frame_name; 
checki :=check_indecomposable( alg_name); 
if checki=false then RETURN('The algebra is decomposable'); 
fi; 
checkn:=check_nilpotent(); 
if checkn=false then RETURN('The algebra is not nilpotent'); 
fi; 
print('Computing the Series ' ); 
DS:=derived _series(); 
LS:=lower _central_series(); 
US:=upper _central_seri es(); 
DS_dim :=rnap(nops ,DS); 
print('The dimension of the derived series is' ,DS_dirn); 
LS_dim:=rnap(nops,LS) ; 
print('The dimension of the lower central series is' ,LS_dirn); 
US_dim :=rnap(nops,US); 
print('The dimension of the upper central series is' ,US_dirn); 
_ Vessiot_show _intermediate_steps_flag:= Vflag; 
if DS_dim=[6,4,0] and LS_dim=[6,4,3,2, 1,0] then 
CDS:=centralizer(DS[2]) : 
CDS_dim:=nops(CDS): 
if CDS_dirn=5 then RETURN([winternitz,[6,2]]); 
else CLS:=centralizer(LS[3]): 
CLS _dim:=nops(CLS): 
if CLS_dim=5 then RETURN([winternitz,[6, 19]]); 




if DS_dim=[6,4,0] and US_dirn=[2,3,4,6] then 
35 
6 dim nilpotent classifier.txt 
RETURN ([ winternitz,[ 6, 11 ]]); 
fi; 
if DS_dim=[6,4,0] and US_dim=[ 1,3,4,6] then 
print('The algebra is [winternitz,[6,18]]. Now computing the parameter value .' ); 
_ Vessiot_show _intermediate_steps_flag:=false; 
inn:=infinitesimal_inner_automorphisms(); 
out:=infinitesimal_outer_automorphisms(); 
aut:=[ op(inn),op( out)]; 
alg_name:= _ Vessiot_current_frame_name: 
aut_alg:=matrix_algebra _to_Lie_algebra_data( aut, w6 l 8_aut); 
Lie _alg_init( aut_alg) : 
out_alg :=create_quotient_alg ebra([e 1,e2,e3,e4,e5],[seq( elli, i=6 .. l 0)], w6 l 8_out_alg); 
Lie_alg_init( out_alg); 
class_ans:=classify _5dim9( { auto,nil,factor_alg} ); 
_ Vessiot_show _intermediate _steps_flag:=Vflag ; 
change_frame_to(alg_name): 
remove_frame(w618_aut,w618_out_aut): 
if class_ans=[wintemitz , [5,48]] then 
RETURN([winternitz,[6, 18, l]]) ; 
else RETURN([winternitz,[6,18, - 1]]); fi; 
fi; 
if DS_dim=[6,4, 1,0] then 
print('Now computing the dimension of the automorphisms'); 
inn:=infinitesimal_inner _automorphisms(); 
out:=infinitesimal_outer _automorphisms(); 
aut:=[ op(inn),op( out)]; 
aut_dim:=nops( aut): 




if DS_dim=[6,2,0] and LS_dim=[6,2,1,0] then RETURN([winternitz,[6, 12]]) 
fi; 
if DS_dim=[6,2,0] then 
print('Now computing the dimension of the automorphisms'); 
inn:=infinitesimal_inner_automorphisms(); 
out:=infinitesimal_outer_automorphisms(); 
aut:=[ op(inn),op( out)] ; 
aut_dirn:=nops(aut): 
if aut_dim=l7 then RETURN([winternitz,[6,4]]); 
else RETURN([wintemitz,[6,5]]); 
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fi; 
fi; 
if DS_dim=[6,3,0] and LS_dim=[6,3,0] then RETURN([winternitz,[6,3]]) 
fi; 
if DS_dim=[6,3,0] and LS_dim=[6,3, 1,0] and US_dim=[2,4,6] then 





if aut_dim=l5 then RETURN([wintemitz,[6,1]]); 
fi; 
if aut_dim=l4 then RETURN([winternitz,[6,6]]); 
fi; 
if aut_dim=l3 then RETURN([winternitz,[6,7]]); 
fi; 
fi; 
if DS_dim=[6,3,0] and US_dim=[l,3,6] then 





if aut_dim= 12 then RETURN([ wintemitz,[6, 13]]); 
fi; 
if aut_dim= 11 then 
print('The algebra is [winternitz,(6,14]]. Now computing the parameter value.'); 
alg_name:= _ Vessiot_current_frame_name: 
aut_alg:=matrix_algebra_to_Lie_algebra_data(aut,w614_aut); 
Lie_alg_init(aut_alg): 
out_alg:=create_quotient_algebra([ el ,e2,e3,e4,e5],[seq( elli, i=6 .. l l) ], w6 l 4_out_alg); 
Lie_alg_init( out_alg); 
Td_out:=totally_decompose(); 
nTd_out:=nops(Td_out[ l ]); 
change_frame_to(alg_name): 
remove_frame(w614_aut,w614_out_aut): 
if nTd_out=2 then 
RETURN([winternitz,[6, 14, l]]); 
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if DS_dirn=[6,3,0] and US_dirn=[ 1,2,4,6] then RETURN([ wintemitz,[6, 16]]) 
fi; 
if DS_dirn=[6,3,0] and LS_dim=[6,3,2,l,0] then 
CDS:=centralizer(DS[2]): 
CDS_dim:=nops(CDS): 
if CDS_dim=4 then RETURN([ wintemitz,[6, 15]]); 
else RETURN([ wintemitz,[6, 17]]); 
fi; 
fi; 
if DS_dirn=[6,3,0] and LS_dim=[6,3,2,0] and US_dirn=[2,4,6] then 
print('Now computing the dimension of the automorphisms.'); 
inn:=infinitesimal_inner_automorphisms(); 
out:=infinitesimal_outer_automorphisms(); 
aut:=[ op(inn),op( out)]; 
aut_dim:=nops(aut): 
if aut_dim=l3 then RETURN([wintemitz,[6,9]]); 
fi; 
print('The algebra is either [wintemitz,(6,8]] or [wintemitz,(6,10]]. Now computing the outer 
automorphisms .'); 
alg_name := _ Vessiot_current_frame_name: 
aut_alg:=matrix_algebra_lo _Lie_algebra_data(aut,w68 _aut); 
Lie_alg_init(aut_alg): 
out_aut:=create_quotient_algebra([el,e2,e3,e4],[seq(elli, i=5 .. 12)],w68_out_aut); 
Lie _alg_init( out_aut): 
ind:=check_indecomposable( out_aut) : 
change_frame_to(alg_name): 
remove_frame( w68_aut, w68_out_aut): 
if ind=false then RETURN([winternitz,[6,8]]); 
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Lie Algebra DSdim DS alg DS factor alg LS dim LS alg 
L 6,2) 6,4,0 [L62,L40,LOOl LOO,L20,L62l 6,4,3,2,1,01 L62,L40,L30,L20,L 1 O,LOOl 
L 6,19) 6,4,0 [L619,L40,LOOl LOO,L20,L619] 6,4,3,2, 1,0] [L619,L40,L30,L20,L 1 O,LOO] 
L 6,20) 6,4,0 [L620,L40,LOO] [LOO,L20,L620] [6,4,3,2, 1,0] [L620,L40,L30,L20,L 10,LOO] 
L 6,11) 6,4,0 [L611,L40,LOOl [LOO,L20,L611l [6,4,3, 1,01 [L611,L40,L30,L 1 O,LOOl 
L 6,18,1) 6,4,0 [L618,L40,LOO] [LOO,L20,L618] [6,4,3, 1,0] [L618,L40,L30,L 1 O,LOO] 
L(6,18.-1) [6,4,0] [L618,L40,LOO] [LOO,L20,L618] [6,4,3, 1,0] [L618,L40,L30,L 1 O,LOO] 
L 6,21) 6,4, 1,01 [L621,L31+L 10,LOOl [LOO,L20,L621 l [6,4,3,2,1,01 [L621,L31 +L 1 O,L30,L20,L 1 O,LOOl 
L(6,22) [6,4, 1,0] [L622,L31 +L 1 O,LOO] [LOO,L20,L622] [6,4,3,2,1,0] [L622,L31+L 10,L30,L20,L 10,LOO] 
L 6,3) 6,3,0 [L63,L30,LOO] LOO,L30,L63] 6,3,0] [L63,L30,LOO] 
L 6,1) 6,3,0 [L61,L30,LOO] LOO,L30,L61] 6,3,1,0 [L61,L30,L 1 O,LOO] 
L 6,6) 6,3,0 L66,L30,LOO] LOO,L30,L66l 6,3,1,0 L66,L30,L 1 O,LOO] 
L 6,7) 6,3,0 L67,L30,LOOl LOO, L30, L671 6,3,1,0 L67,L30,L 10,LOOl 
L 6,13) 6,3,0 [L613,L30,L001 LOO,L30,L613l 6,3,1,0 L613,L30,L 1 O,LOO] 
L 6,14,1) 6,3,0 'L614,L30,LOO] LOO,L30,L614] 6,3,1,0 L614,L30,L 10,LOOl 
L 6,14,-1) 6,3,0 L614,L30,LOO] [LOO,L30,L614] [6,3,1,0 'L614,L30,L 1 O,LOO] 
L 6,8) 6,3,0 [L68,L30,LOO] [LOO,L30,L68] [6,3,2,0 [L68,L30,L20,LOO] 
L 6, 10) 6,3,0 [L61 O,L30,LOO] LOO,L30,L61 O] [6,3,2,0 [L61 O,L30,L20,LOO] 
L 6,9) 6,3,0 [L69,L30,LOO] LOO,L30,L69] [6,3,2,0 [L69,L30,L20,LOO] 
L 6,16) 6,3,0 [L616,L30,LOO] LOO,L30,L616] [6,3,2, 1,0] [L616,L30,L20,L 1 O,LOO] 
L 6, 15) 6,3,0 [615,L30,LOO] [LOO,L30,L615] [6,3,2, 1,0] [L615,L30,L20,L 1 O,LOO] 
L(6,17) [6,3,0] [L617,L30,LOO] [LOO,L30,L617] [6,3,2, 1,0] [L617,L30,L20,L 1 O,LOO] 
L 6,4) 6,2,0 [L64,L20,LOOl [LOO,L40,L64l 6,2,01 [L64,L20,LOO] 
L 6,5) 6,2,0 [L65,L20,LOO] [LOO, L40, L65] 6,2,0] [L65,L20,LOO] 
L 6,12) (6,2,0 [L612,L20,LOO] [LOO,L31 +L 1 O,L612] rs,2,1,01 [L612,L20,LOO] 
double lines indicate which invariants will classify the algebra 
Lie Algebra LS factor alg US dim US alg US factor alg Nilradical Factor Nil 
L 6,2) LOO,L20,L31,L41,L52,L62l 1,2,3,4,61 L 1 O,L20,L30,L40,L62l L52,L41,L31,L20,LOO L62 LOO 
L 6,19) [LOO,L20,L31,L41,L52,L619l f 1 ,2,3,4,61 L 1 O,L20,L30,L40,L619l L52,L41,L31,L20,LOO L619 LOO 
L 6,20) LOO,L20,L31,L41,L56,L620) [1,2,3,4,6) [L 1 O,L20,L30,L40,L620] [L56,L41,L31,L20,LOO L620 LOO 
L 6,11) LOO,L20,L31,L53,L611 l [2,3,4,61 fL20,L30,L40,L611l fL41,L31,L20,LOO] L611 LOO 
L 6,18,1) LOO,L20,L31,L53,L618] [1,3,4,6] fl 10,L30,L40,L618] [L53,L31,L20,LOO] L618 LOO 
L(6,18.-1) [LOO,L20,L31,L53,L618] [1,3,4,6] [L 1 O,L30,L40,L618] [L53,L31,L20,LOO] L618 LOO 
L 6,21) LOO,L20,L31,L41,L52,L620) [1,2,3,4,6) [L 1 O,L20,L30,L31 +L 1 O,L621) [L52,L41,L31,L20,LOO L621 LOO 
L(6,22) [LOO,L20,L31,L41,L56,L622) [1,2,3,4,6) [L 1 O,L20,L30,L31 +L 1 O,L622] [L56,L41,L31,L20,LOO) L622 LOO 
L 6,3) LOO,L30,L63) [3,6] [L30,L63) [L30,LOO) L63 LOO 
L 6,1) LOO,L30,L51,L61 2,4,6 L20,L40,L61) [L31 +L 1 O,L20,LOO) L61 LOO 
L 6,6) LOO,L30,L51,L66 2,4,6 L20,L40,L66l [L31 +L 1 O,L20,LOO] L66 LOO 
L 6,7) LOO,L30,L51,L67 2,4,6 L20,L40,L67l fL31 +L 1 O,L20,LOO) L67 LOO 
L 6,13) LOO,L30,L51,L613) [1,3,6 [L 1 O,L30,L613] [L51,L30,L613l L613 LOO 
L 6,14,1) LOO,L30,L51,L614] [1,3,6 [L 1 O,L30,L614) [L51,L30,L614] L614 LOO 
L 6,14,·1) LOO,L30,L51,L614) r1 ,3,6 fl 1 O,L30,L614] fl51 ,L30,L614l L614 LOO 
L 6,8) LOO,L30,L31 +L 1 O,L68) [2,4,6 L20,L40,L68) [L31+L 10,L20,LOO] L68 LOO 
L 6, 10) LOO,L30,L31 +L 1O,L6101 2,4,6 L20,L40,L61 OJ [L31+L 10,L20,LOO) L610 LOO 
L 6,9) LOO,L30,L31 +L 1 O,L69l 2,4,6 L20,L40,L69l [L31 +L 1 O,L20,LOO) L69 LOO 
L 6, 16) LOO,L30,L31 +L 1 O,L55,L616] 1,2,4,6] L 1 O,L20,L31 +L 1 O,L616l [L55,L31 +L 1 O,L20,LOO L616 LOO 
L 6,15) LOO,L30,L31 +L 1 O,L55,L615) [1,3,4,6] [L 1 O,L30,L40,L615] [L55,L30,L20,LOO] L615 LOO 
L(6,17) [LOO,L30,L31 +L 1 O,L55,L617] [1,3,4,6) [L 1 O,L30,L40,L617] [L55,L30,L20,LOO) L615 LOO 
L 6,4) LOO,L40,L64] 2,6) [L20,L64) [L40,LOO) L64 LOO 
L 6,5) LOO,L40,L65] 2,6) [L20,L65) [L40,LOO) L65 LOO 
L 6,12) [LOO,L40,L612] 1,4,6 [L 1 O,L31 +L 1 O,L612] [L31 +L20,L20,LOO) L612 LOO 
Lie Algebra Killing Centralizer OS Centralizer LS Aut Aut Class Aut Typ Aut OS Aut CS Aut US 
L 6,2 0,0,6] (1,5,6 1,5,5,5,6,61 dim 11 11 IND sol 11,9,4,0] r11,9,9] [0 
L 6, 19) 0,0,6 r1,4,6J 1,4,5,5 ,6,61 dim 10 10 IND sol 10,9,5,0] (10,9,9] (0 
L 6,20) (0,0,6 [1,4,6 [1,4,4 ,5,6,6] dim 9 9 IND so l t9,8,3,0] r9,8,81 ro 
L 6, 11) 0,0,6 [2,4,6 [2,4,5 ,6,61 dim 11 11 IND sol [11,9,5,0l (11,9,9] (0 
L(6, 18, 1) 0,0,6 [1,4,6 (1,4,4,6,61 dim 10 10 IND sol (10,8,3,0] [10,8,8] [O 
L(6,18.-1) (0,0,6] (1,4,6] (1,4,4,6,6] dim 10 10 IND sol [10,8,3 ,0] [10,8,8] (0] 
L 6,21) 0,0,6 [1,2,6,6] 11,2,3,5,6,6] dim 9 9 IND sol [9,7,3,01 [9,7,71 ro 
L(6,22) [0,0,6] [1,2,6,6] [1,2,3,5 ,6,6] dim 8 8 IND sol [8,7,3,0] [8,7,7] [0] 
L 6,3 [0,0,6 3,6,6 [3,6,6] dim 18 18 IND LO 
L 6,11 0,0,6 2,5,6 [2,5 ,6,6] dim 15 15 IND sol [15, 12,8,2,0] [15 ,12,12 [O 
L 6,6 0,0,6 2,5,6 [2,5,6,6] dim 14 14 IND sol (14, 12,8,2,0] [14, 12, 12 [0 
L 6,7 0,0,6] 2,5,6 [2,5,6,6] dim 13 13 IND sol [13, 10,4,0] (13,10,10 [O 
L 6,13) [0,0,6 [1,4,6 [1,4,6,6] dim 12 12 IND sol [12, 10,5, 1,0] [12,10,10 [0 
Lj6,14,1) 0,0 ,6 [1,4,6 [1,4,6,6] dim 11 11 IND sol [11,8,2,0] [11,8,8] [O 
Ll6,14,-1) 0,0,6 [1,4,6] [1,4,6,6) dim 11 11 IND sol 11,8,2,0] [11,8,8] (0 
Ll6,8 0,0,6 r2,4,6 [2,4,6 ,61 dim 12 12 IND sol 12, 10,4,0] (12, 10, 10 [O 
L 6, 10) [0,0,6 [2,4,6 (2,4,6 ,6] dim 12 12 IND sol 12, 10,4,0] (12, 10, 10 [0 
L 6,9 [0,0,6 r2,4,6 [2,4,6,61 dim 13 13 IND sol [13,11,7,1,01 (13,11,11 (0 
L 6, 16) [0,0,6 (1,4,6 (1,4,5,6,6] dim 10 10 IND sol r10,8,3,01 r10,8,8l [0 
L 6, 15) [0,0,6 [1,4,6] (1,4,5,6,6] dim 11 11 IND sol (11, 10,5, 1,01 [11,10,10 (0 
L(6,17) [0,0,6] [1,5,6] (1,5,5,6 ,6] dim 12 12 IND sol (12, 10,5, 1,0] [12, 10, 1 OJ [O] 
L 6,4 [0,0,6 2,6,6] (2,6,61 dim 17 17 IND LO 
L 6,5 (0,0,6 2,6,6 (2,6,6] dim 16 16 IND LO 
L 6,12) [0,0,6] 1,5,6] [1,5,6,61 dim 14 14 IND LO 
Lie Algebra Aut_LD Outer Out_Cla Out_Tys: Out_DS Out_CS Out_US Out_LD 
L 6,2) L42+L21 
L 6,19) dim 5 (L33 or L36) 5 IND sol 5,4,1,01 5,4,4 (0 
L 6,20) L42 (x=3/4,y=1/2) 
L 6,11) dim? 7 IND sol 7,5,2,01 7,5,5 ro 
L 6,18,1) L548 
L(6,18.-1) L545 
L 6,21) L21+L21 
L(6,22) L32 (x=1/2) 
L 6,3) 10 dim sol+ 8 dim ss dim 15 15 IND LD 7 dim sol + 8 dim ss 
L 6,1) dim 11 11 IND sol t 11,8,5,0] r11,8,8] (0 
L 6,6) dim 10 10 IND sol [10,8,5, 1,0] (10,8,8] (0 
L 6,7) dim 9 9 IND sol (9,6,2,0] [9,6,6 [0 
. L 6,13) dim 7 7 IND sol [7,5, 1,0] [7,5,5 [0 
. L 6,14,1) L413 + L21 
L 6,14,-1) L21+L21+L21 
L 6,8) L49(x=1) +L49(x=1) 
L 6,10) dim 8 8 IND sol 8,6,2,0] [8,6,6 (0 
L 6,9) dim 9 9 IND sol 9,7,4,0] 9,7,7 [0 
L 6,16) L545 5 IND sol 5,3,0l 5,3,3 ro 
L 6,15) dim 6 6 IND sol 6,5,1,0] 6,5,5 [0 
L(6,17) dim 7 7 IND sol (7,5,1,0] [7,5,5] [0] 
L 6,4) 14 dim sol+ L35 dim 13 13 IND LD 10 dim sol+ L35 
L 6,5) 10 dim sol+ 6 dim ss dim 12 12 IND LD 6 dim sol + 6 dim ss 
L 6,12) 11 dim sol + L35 dim 9 9 IND LD 6 dim sol + L35 
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